
Samsung, Smartlink and Ingenico Introduce the
“Contactless Companion Platform” To Enable
“Digital Cash for Everyone”
Samsung Electronics Co. today
announced the launch of the
“Contactless Companion Platform (CCP)”
together with its ecosystem partners,
Smartlink and Ingenico.

FRANKFURT AM MAIN, HESSE,
GERMANY, March 27, 2017
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Samsung
Electronics Co., Ltd., a world leader in
advanced semiconductor technology,
today announced the launch of the
“Contactless Companion Platform (CCP)”
together with its ecosystem partners,
Smartlink and Ingenico, built with its
industry leading dual interface smart card
chip for multiple applications and form factors. 

As the smart card chip provider, Samsung introduces a disruptive contactless concept with both

Rather than issuing prepaid
cards for the wearables, CCP
gives direct access to the
funds.”

Sebastian Piolat, head of
business development,

Smartlink

partners that combines existing contactless services and
aligns the needs of users, industries and governments with
regards to an inclusive payment solution under the motto of
“Digital Cash for Everyone”. Previewed at Mobile World
Congress earlier this month, the CCP partners focus on the
migration of cash into digital cash with the full financial
inclusion of audiences that currently have no access to
payment cards. 

With CCP in place, a user can make digital cash payments via
any enabled contactless device of their choice, such as a

dedicated smart card, wristband, key fob, or even a mechanical watch or a smart ring. 

The unique CCP digital cash top up concept offers the user simple and easy solutions to allocate
money and additional security parameters like validity and location for the device of choice. Money top
up can be done in app (Android and iOS), PC and POS terminals.

CCP can also seamlessly combine digital cash payments with loyalty points, vouchers, travel cards,
ticketing, and more, allowing users to pool a variety of contactless services in a few inconspicuous
devices of their choice. 

“The Contactless Companion Platform exemplifies the coming together of Samsung’s strong

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.smartlink.ch


engagement with the security industry
and its commitment to enhancing the
quality of day-to-day life through
innovative technology concepts,” said
Jörg Suchy, associate director business
development LSI, Samsung
Semiconductor Europe. “Current
contactless payment solutions aren’t
considered a serious alternative to cash
in many scenarios. CCP however takes
the industry well beyond the many
boundaries of what exists today. Key to
its success is the inclusion of all levels of
society – the rich and the poor –
alongside the guarantee of simple,
secure, direct transactions, with plenty of
top-up channels within a simple-to-use
unified solution that truly delivers
‘Contactless Digital Cash for Everyone’. 

“Our mobile payment solutions target
cardholders, and CCP targets cash users
by offering a digital alternative to cash.
Rather than issuing prepaid cards for the
wearables, CCP gives direct access to
the funds. To summarize, we create a
new use case for our existing mobile
transaction platform to address a
different market segment previously
unreachable for existing digital cash
solutions.” said Sebastian Piolat, head of
business development, Smartlink.

“Innovation is Ingenico’s DNA and enabling all cashless payments on our terminals is part of our
strategy. Providing alternative payment acceptance to small merchants and retailers is essential as
wallets gain traction. The Contactless Companion Platform, which replaces cash with closed-loop
contactless payment in various form factors including wearables, complements the payment methods
already interfacing with our terminals. This demo using our Move/5000 terminal to host the CCP’s
HTML5 app illustrates the diversity of consumer experiences offered by this latest generation Telium
Tetra POS. Recent studies show that mobile devices, including wearables, represent a key focus of
retailers' IT investments. This bodes well for the CCP.” said Frédéric Lepeintre, VP Marketing & Sales
Support, Ingenico Group.

Swiss watchmakers Winwatch and Montfort have each developed mechanical wristwatches with an
embedded CCP solution, successfully blending technical innovation and traditional Swiss
watchmaking to create masterpieces in seamless user experience. Both these devices were recently
unveiled at MWC. Other wearable and accessory manufacturers are currently preparing other CCP-
enabled products and a Swiss Fintech company will be imminently rolling-out dedicated CCP-enabled
smartcards in several Eastern European countries.

For more information about the Contactless Companion Platform, please visit
http://www.samsung.com/semiconductor/insights/

http://www.samsung.com/semiconductor/insights/


About Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.
Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. inspires the world and shapes the future with transformative ideas and
technologies. The company is redefining the worlds of TVs, smartphones, wearable devices, tablets,
cameras, digital appliances, medical equipment, network systems, and semiconductor and LED
solutions. For the latest news, please visit Samsung Newsroom at http://news.samsung.com.

About Samsung Semiconductor Europe
Samsung Semiconductor Europe, a wholly owned subsidiary of Samsung Electronics Co. Ltd., is
headquartered in Eschborn near Frankfurt/Main, Germany and operates offices all over Europe,
Middle East & Africa (EMEA). The European headquarter is handling the marketing and sales
activities of Samsung Electronics' component businesses units including Memory, System LSI, LED
and Display business in EMEA. For more information, please visit www.samsung.com/semiconductor.

About Smartlink SA
Smartlink SA, a fintech company based in Switzerland, is a pioneer in the payment industry. Smartlink
offers an award-winning platform to banks and card issuers seeking a first-class mobile wallet
application. Its innovation team has recently developed the disruptive Contactless Companion
Platform which will be deployed worldwide, to facilitate cashless societies using Digital Cash. For
more information, please visit www.smartlink.ch 

About Ingenico Group
Ingenico Group (Euronext: FR0000125346 – ING) is the global leader in seamless payment, providing
smart, trusted and secure solutions to empower commerce across all channels, in-store, online and
mobile. With the world’s largest payment acceptance network, we deliver secure payment solutions
with a local, national and international scope. We are the trusted world-class partner for financial
institutions and retailers, from small merchants to several of the world’s best known global brands.
Our solutions enable merchants to simplify payment and deliver their brand promise.
www.ingenico.com twitter.com/ingenico

For more information please contact: 
Ujeong Jahnke 
Samsung Semiconductor Europe GmbH 
Tel. +49(0)6196-66-3300, Fax +49(0)6196-66-23525 
Email: ujeong.j@samsung.com

Sébastien Piolat
Smartlink SA
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